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Welcome to Laminas
Welcome to “Laminas”, the Austin General Surgery Training
E-Zine. This is primarily aimed at supporting the General Surgery training program based at the Austin Hospital Training
Hub in Melbourne in the State of Victoria, Australia. Laminas
is a quarterly E-Zine dedicated to supporting the General Surgery training program and building a community of trainees
and surgeons.
The Austin Hospital is one of eight General Surgery training
hubs in Victoria. The program at present includes 23 accredited and 24 non accredited training posts spread across two
metropolitan (Austin Health & Northern Health), three Victorian regional (Bendigo, Echuca & Sale) and four Interstate
(Alice Springs, Burnie, Hobart & Launceston) hospitals. With
a total of 47 trainees rotating to various hospitals the E-Zine
was created as a vehicle to share training information as well
as develop a community of trainees and trainers.
The name Laminas simply translates to “Blade” and what
better description than to use the business end of the one
instrument that surgeons are universally associated with, the
scalpel. The more astute amongst our readers will note the
motto on the cover page “Laminis Acutis et Acutior Mentes”.
Roughly translating to “Sharp Blades & Sharper Minds” it
is a reference to the modern surgeon who has to wield not
only his scalpel but also the nine core competencies with
consummate ease.
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BREAKING NEWS: VERITAS takes off!

Victorian collaborative for Education, Research,
Innovation,Training and Audit by Surgical trainees
The first trainee led research collaborative in Victoria
starts off at the Austin under the umbrella of ASTEC.
The first study is an educational audit of the out patients
experience which is currently underway between Austin
and Northern hospitals. It is intended to expand this to
state, national and then international centres in a stepwise progression. (Details in the FEB 2019 issues)
Pictured above is the statue of Veritas, the Roman goddess of truth adorns the front of the Supreme court
bulding in Toronto, Canada.
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Editor’s Ramblings
V Muralidharan

Don’t Forget to Remember!
Remembering those who went before us

It is said that our memories generally last no more
than two generations. Reflecting on that loose statement one does realise that be it in relation to family, friends, work environment or at national level it is
very likely to be true. Great kings and leaders realised
this and it is a likely driver towards creating a legacy
by building monuments, be it cathedrals, mosques,
temples or castles. The human ego struggles with
the notion that all our efforts during our lives may be
forgotten in a generation or two.
Most of us are fortunate enough to have known our
grandparents, interacted with them and learned firsthand of their impact on our family and society. However, that familiarity rarely stretches to the previous
generation. Most of us may not even have seen our
great grandparents alive. We would certainly, have little intimate knowledge of their achievements which
become less real as they are passed on, down the
generations by word of mouth. The profusion of digital platforms and social media are unlikely to change
this at a personal level since the volume of images
and social media comments are all but overwhelming to most people. Few may regularly delve back in
their massive collection of digital information.
Sometimes the collective conscience and consciousness of a community demands remembrance beyond a few generations. The month of November in
2018 is an excellent example of one such event. On
the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh
month the “Guns of August” fell silent as the Armistice was born in Europe. The deadliest war in modern history to date had ended and one hundred years
had passed. The last of the veterans of the Great War
have passed away and the history of the world clouded by greater wars and a multitude of conflicts.
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Most of the current “millennial generation” is unlikely to even know, let alone understand the complexity
and path to war and the horror’s it entailed.
Similar parallels can be drawn in real life and in surgical training. As the generations of trainees flood
through, knowledge and appreciation of those who
came before them, those who established the
ground work and built the foundations is seen to be
wanting. Surgeons by nature are a critical bunch particularly when it comes to our colleagues and most
generally remember the flaws and mistakes of previous generations. This is the same within the great
institutions of the College, Surgical Associations,
Hospitals and Universities. One may work the organization for years of decades and on their departure it
isn’t uncommon to receive a letter or email of thanks,
possibly some drinks or farewell dinner and then the
sound of silence. The names may remain on award
boards, prizes or specific facilities but the knowledge
of the person’s contribution generally fades away.
If we do not know, understand, analyse and learn
from the actions and achievements of our predecessors we are likely to make similar mistakes as they
did. But crucially we will not learn the secrets of
their success of which there are many, and they
are often timeless. The well-known writer and philosopher George Santayana is attributed with saying that “Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it” One of the most important
qualities that we can learn from our predecessors is
their long term vision and strategic thinking. Most
changes in surgical education and training require
five to ten years to effect. Without an open minded,
international, wide angle view of the clinical, educational, political and administrative environment most
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changes would be doomed to failure. French general
Ferdinand Foch said of the 1918 peace agreement
“This is not a peace. It is an armistice for twenty
years”. He was deadly accurate in his strategic vision
and exactly twenty years later Germany marched in
to Czechoslovakia and annexed it setting in motion
events that would then lead to an even larger and
more destructive war.
This then raises the inevitable question of how we
learn, preserve and share the wisdom of the ages,
learned by our predecessors at much personal cost
and share it with the next generation. The digital age
does help somewhat as demonstrated by the experience of a colleague of mine in the UK after he was
involved in a disastrous event and the negative publicity that followed it. I said in support “Don’t worry,
time will heal and people will forget” to which he
replied “People may forget but Google does not”. He
was proven correct even five years after the event.
The digital revolution can however be harnessed to
our advantage. This was one of the prime aims of
Laminas when it was first published, to document
the history of the Department of Surgery at the Austin & Repatriation Hospital and in particular those
who were the hearts and souls of the institution.

The first issue contains an article on Howard Eddey,
the inaugural Professor of Surgery at Austin. Sadly
he had passed away at that time and the article relied
entirely on available published information. It was
through sheer luck I was put in touch with Gabriel
Kune, Professor of Surgery at Repatriation Campus
who offered his experience for the second issue.
It wasn’t until May 2015 during the Victorian quinquennial inspections that I came across Prof David
Fletcher from WA who had previously been at the
Austin. This was fortuitous as it not only led his experience being published in the February 2016 issue
but laid the frame work to convince Professor Kenneth Hardy, the second and longest serving head of
our department, to bring history to life within these
pages. From a rather humble beginnings with the initial response of “If I said what I want to say people
will sue me!” his three articles transport us back in
time to the founding days of the department.
Variously described as a surgeon, strategist, visionary, tyrant, academic, politician and administrator
we are truly honoured to have his experience within
these pages. Let us read, learn and pass on the lessons to future generations.
John Collins Prize 2018 Winner

Sean Stevens

Victorian Showcase of Educational Research
The showcase is an international level conference
on Health Education developed as a collaboration
between the Department of Medical Education EXCITE program, University of Melbourne, the Graduate Programs in Surgical Education Department of
Surgery, University of Melbourne & the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons. The two groups offer
graduate programs in health professions and surgical education with the latter co-badged by RACS.
The conference was established in 2014 by Prof
Debra Nestel who is the convenor of the Master
of Surgical Education program of the University of
Melbourne and RACS and in 2018 held the fourth
such event. The conference in 2017 was incorporated in to the lnternationalConference on Surgical
Education and Training (ICOSET) which was held in
Adelaide, SA in 2017 along with the RACS ASC.
The John Collins Prize for Surgical Education Research was established in 2016. John Collins was
a previous dean of surgical education at the RACS.
He was one of the founders of the Masters in Surgical Education program along with professors Debra
Nestel and Chris Christophi.
Vol 5 Issue 3 - Nov 2018
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Sands of Time
Kenneth John Hardy

In the Beginning
The early days of a the division of surgery

During the early development the Austin Hospital,
little was established in the Division of Surgery. My
first ward round in 1968 was under an umbrella as
we walked between the old buildings. A patient went
past us on the way to the operating theatre, the
nurse holding an umbrella over the trolley!! The following is a description of subsequent development
of Audits, Grand Rounds and the emergence of surgical sub disciplines during the tenure of Professor
Howard Eddey (1966-75), and myself, Prof Ken Hardy
(1976-2000).
The surgical audit, grand rounds and Division of
Surgery Meetings
The Division of Surgery Meeting was held each three
months on a Thursday at 8 pm during the time of Professor Eddey. He put a table on the stage in the lecture theatre on level 8 of the Clinical Science Building,
and sat behind it with his secretary, who took notes.
Minutes of the Meeting were then circulated a few
days later. The time of 8 pm was selected as it was
anticipated that all the busy surgeons and anaesthetists of the Division would be able to attend. Included
also were Intensive Care and the Spinal Injuries Unit.
There was considerable banter at these meetings,
and also only slightly veiled criticism of Howard Eddey, (especially from the University unit, as someone
said, like successive shots from a double barrel shot
gun).
After Eddey retired in 1975, and Professor Hardy became the Aunt Sally at these meetings. Though the
double barrelled shot gun had only one barrel now,
the meeting was prolonged, lasting three or more
hours and very wordy, repetitive and sometimes
barbed. The outstanding feature however was the
fumes from the Division members, which were as a
6

general anaesthetic for Hardy and his secretary sitting on the stage!! Also members slid down in their
seats, and some went even went to sleep: all down
to Bacchus.
So the meeting was moved to 8.00 am on Thursday
mornings; as operating and outpatients commenced
at 9.00 am Thursdays, the members got on with the
business, and the meeting NEVER went over time
and those on the stage did not get an attempted GA!
The Minutes were sent out the following day. However these minutes were heavily censored (sanitised);
one secretary who was a super short hand stenographer, produced what was actually said. It would have
made a great comedy radio show!!!!
There were instances of note; one surgeon liked to
bait and deliberately annoy people. Funny unless it
was you on the end of the baiting. At one meeting
the Director of Anaesthesia was being baited repeatedly; it was obvious that the temperature rising with
the flushed face, and at the next poking of the stick,
the Director, who was in the front row, rose to his
feet and absolutely bellowed Mr XX get f====d,
and literally stormed out of the meeting!!! Mr XX
was stunned, and remained silent for about a week.
We all encouraged the Director to do it again: but he
didn’t!
The Executive of the Division.
Howard Eddey was a strong character, a great parotid
gland surgeon, did not tolerate fools gladly, and had
little patience. It is not unkind to mention the word,
dictator. He gave an excellent start to the Division.
The Division had no intention of strong characters appearing in the Division after Eddey retired, so an
Laminas - Austin General Surgery Training Quarterly

Executive was formed to control and run the professor who was also by appointment the Chairman of
the Division of Surgery. The Executive was to consist of two surgeons from the specialties, a general
surgeon and representative of anaesthesia and intensive care. (The Director of Anaesthesia promptly
announced that it would be him for ever and ever!).
These members were to be elected at the Division of
Surgery Meeting and for a period of two years. The
Executive meetings were monthly, for one hour in the
Chairman’s office at 12.30 and served as the basis for
the General Division meetings. Every surgeon of the
Division and each of the Spinal Injury specialists, did
this task, including the very busy Bartlett and Buxton. It was rare for any executive member to miss a
meeting. The Minutes went out the next day to the
whole Division. Though the Executive was meant to
control the Chairman, it did the opposite: Secretary,
Treasurer and Chairman! The system worked well
and surgeons felt that they had a real say in what
happened, and they did.

president of the American College of Surgeons, who
came from Texas, the professor of surgery from Lyon
and the Head of solid organ transplantation for Europe
and a Federal Minister for Health. There was considerable competition between units to do a good GR.
Unfortunately the coffee and doughnuts followed.

Grand Rounds
Grand Rounds were late in starting in surgery at
the Austin. Peter Morris who had been a junior surgeon with Hardy at The Royal Melbourne Hospital,
visited and pointed out that although Medicine had
Grand Rounds, Surgery did not. Hardy was sceptical, but Peter assured that if doughnuts, jam and coffee were provided, surgeons would come! So at 8
am on Saturday mornings there was jam and coffee,
and the GR worked. (A real nuisance to set up, and
then clean the jam out of the lecture theatre). They
were once a month, and rotated through all units,
chaired by the head of the unit for that day. The Grand
Rounds started on Saturday mornings, but later this
was changed to Thursdays at 8am, because some
surgeons wished to be paid for attending on a Saturday; changed because there was no funding. Also it
was easier to have the weekly meetings with alternating audit, and grand Round.

Becoming Chairman, it was put to Hardy that this
was the chairman’s job. He chaired this, sitting on the
stage like Aunt Sally for the next 25 years! It had to
be upgraded; the meeting was each two weeks, and
documented every patient admitted, operated or not,
all operations, all complications and any feature of
special interest. These were prepared by the Registrars and were typed up by the Chairman’s secretary,
and 50 copies provided for the meeting.

There were memorable meetings; John Ireton and
Rodger Sinclair our pathologists were irked that no
one knew when or when not to report a death to the
coroner, so they invited the Coroner to address the
issue at a grand round. The Coroner had a wonderful
time; we saw all the grisly murders, tortures and appalling catastrophes in Melbourne in glorious colour
for the past 50 years. Hardy in the front row, closed
his eyes, and wished to block his ears!!The Coroner
did not tell us when to report deaths to him, so we
were still ignorant. However the pathologists never
had the heart to chastise the Division again on this
topic! We had some wonderful guests such as the
Vol 5 Issue 3 - Nov 2018

The Surgical Audit, (Death and Complications
Meeting: D&C)
This meeting was also slow to start, and began in the
early 1970’s through the efforts of Brian McCusky,
a part time second assistant in the Department of
Surgery. He initiated a report of deaths and complications from different units. This was at 8.00 am on Saturday morning, chaired alternatively by Frank Stening
and Malcolm Douglas, First Assistants in the Department of Surgery. Attendance was sporadic, as were
the reports from the different units. The atmosphere
was rather combative, and a favourite sport was to
discuss a complication of a surgeon at 8.00 am if the
surgeon was late!!

Who was to go? If surgeons were to speak openly
it meant no nurses and no medical students, on the
grounds that they did not understand differences
of opinion between senior surgeons. All units were
in; gynaecology, spinal injuries, orthopaedics, the
lot. Units saw to it that a specialist from their unit
was there, and the surgeon concerned if there was
a death. There was always a representative from
anaesthesia and intensive care. There was pride in
results and never was it necessary to ask a unit to
attend. Not bad for 25 years.
The deaths went first, presented on screen. The pathologist presented the autopsy and was to present
for any biopsy questions on any patient. He also added his own comments on other biopsies, on occasion
startling.
The whole structure was based about education,
how to avoid error yourself, and we did hear some
wonderful dissertations, often by registrars who had
details at their fingertips ready for exams. There was
wit, humour, sarcasm, fury, obstinance and realism.
7

Two instances stand out; a very good but young surgeon had catastrophes with a colorectal patient. It
was clear before the meeting that some were really
out to get this surgeon. Sometimes the chair could
help in these situations, but not much. The patient
came up, the knives were ready; the surgeon, a very
honest man, spoke first,
“I b---------d this up from start to finish, and didn’t
seem able to do anything right”.
Not one word was said!
The other instance was after the first laparoscopic
cholecystectomy (in Australia). It was Hardy, and did
he cop it; Six hours for a cholecystectomy!!!!(Six
hours because the insufflator wouldn’t work properly).
If the Division had a good fortnight with no deaths
and few complications, the chair had to guide the
course. This was done by reading many journals and
be aware of various advances. We can remember
the astonishment of the Gavin Fabinyi when I asked
about the operation and effects of corpus callostomy.
The D&Cs started on Saturday mornings, but shifted
to Thursdays to alternate with the GR (the coffee and
doughnuts went too). Though there were so many, it
was lovely for the Chair when 8.45am came round!
8

John Royle, David Fletcher and Robin Smallwood
were wonderful exponents of peace at these meetings. The papers for the meeting were confidential
and had to be collected and counted; they were not
to be kept. Getting lost and d blowing down Burgundy Street would not have been a good idea.
Recruitment
In 1968 the Austin Hospital was a building site; there
was a huge hole in the ground for the new hospital
building, to be named the Harold Stokes Building,
and various walk ways around old wooden buildings.
There was disagreement between the federal liberals and the state labour governments about costs,
and the only change in the 20m hole in the next 5
years was that it got 15m of water. Heidelberg House
was a private hospital, being used extensively by the
local GPs. Eddey had the task of informing them that
the House was going to public patients, and 25 beds
to the university.
When Eddey retired, patients of different discipline
diseases were scattered over the “hospital”; A block,
Kronheimer, 3KZ and Heidi House. When Hardy first
arrived on site, he couldn’t find the hospital building.
There wasn’t one! So it was necessary to put like
patients with like, and form specialist wards. It was
just done. No one seemed to object to this huge “furniture” change, and it happened. Royle, Roberts,
Laminas - Austin General Surgery Training Quarterly

Buxton, Clarke and McLeish were about to be pioneers position with the Royal Australasian College of Surby becoming full time specialists their disciplines. No geons. The unit grew, and promoted clinical research
one knew just then, and what an impact they made. which was presented at surgical forums nationally
and internationally. A colorectal surgeon was an unThoracic Surgery
usual appointment at that time, the discipline being
Thoracic medicine had been very strong at the Austin managed as part of general surgery. It was the beginfrom tuberculosis treatment, and the senior surgeons ning of Surgical Endoscopists. Upper GI endoscopy
from the Alfred, St Vincent’s and Royal Melbourne per- diagnostic and interventional was added, Malcolm
formed the surgery. Well the Austin was now a Uni- Douglas now participating along with David Fletcher
versity of Melbourne teaching hospital, and deserved who brought ERCP from his training in London. The
its own staff. Laurie Simpson was a junior member of importance of having the endocopy suite under the
the team, and was joined by John Richardson from Ad- control of the surgeons cannot be overestimated for
elaide as the senior surgeon. Richardson was senior providing surgical training and the full skill for GI incardiothoracic surgeon at the Royal Children’s Hospi- tervention.
tal. He remained at both hospitals for some years, before resigning with ill health.
Vascular Surgery
John Royle after setting up a solid general surgery
Following controversy at the Royal Children’s Hospital, unit for Eddey with a strong registrar teaching prothe senior cardiothoracic surgeon there, Peter Clarke, gram, shifted interest to Vascular Surgery. He teamed
was unemployed. John Clarebrough, from St. Vincent’s up with Neurology (Peter Bladin). Soon he was pioHospital and senior in the Cardiothoracic Society, ex- neering a vascular surgery unit. Carotid endarterecplored the option of Clarke joining the cardiothoracic tomy became s a frequent operation at the Austin.
unit at the Austin. Buxton did not have a high regard Neurology was either classical or vascular; the latter
for Clarkes cardiac surgery, and as Buxton did not do at the Austin. This team grew as CT and ultrasound
any thoracic surgery, Hardy suggested that the Austin scanning and angiography took hold. Royle formed a
split the two, and form a cardiac unit headed by Bux- team with Roberts, Fell and Hoare, all full time practon, and a thoracic unit headed by Clarke. Strangely tising vascular surgeons. Buxton did some vascular
they all agreed. Clarke went on to found a huge tho- surgery, but moved to his greater interest, cardiac
racic unit with Daniels and Knight. They were pioneers surgery.
and first world leaders in VATS (“laparoscopic” thoracic surgery) and laser surgery for lung cancer including Orthopaedics
mesothelioma. We all had to put up with the health Orthopaedics, because of tuberculosis being treated
and safety regulations in the OR when the lasers were in the hospital for the destitute and dying, the Ausin use!!
tin Hospital, had a large surgical staff: eight. This unit
also managed the orthopaedic side of the patients in
Colorectal Surgery
the Victorian Spinal Injuries Unit which was situated
In 1975 Hardy had his first budget for surgical equip- in the Davies Block. They had a rush of fame when a
ment. A high priority was a colonoscope. Campbell young John Bartlett, part of the Collingwood Football
Penfold had pioneered colonoscopy at the Repat Hos- Club as one of their surgeons, performed an endopital, and had given a very good impression of the scopic meniscectomy on their champion Daicos. He
value of this technique for patients with large bowel played the following Saturday: all duly fully reported
disease. Eddey agreed to buy a colonoscope; when in the press, much to John’s discomfort, but to the
Malcolm Douglas discovered this, he called a meet- unit’s benefit. The unit recruited very well.
ing with Eddey and Hardy, telling us that a colonocope
was a complete waste of money: an instrument for Quality surgeons were not the problem; the problem
which there was no use, and of no clinical value what- was where to put the unit! In the design of the new
soever. In the early1960s asked Sir Edward Hughes, hospital, they were to occupy A block. The surgical
the noted colorectal surgeon, had been to send a superintendent, Libby Jones, worked out that the
trainee to Japan to learn the art of colonoscopy. He orthopaedic beds, nor the portable X-ray machines
rejected the idea. This was not going to happen again, would fit through the doors in A block!!! So they had
so we bought two!!
to go elsewhere. Elsewhere was full.
Andrew McLeish did the colonoscopies, and not long The Harold Stokes block of the new hospital was to
afterwards became the colorectal surgeon for the Aus- be eight floors. Somehow Hardy persuaded the Detin, and established a colorectal registrar training
partment of Health to build another floor, and put
Vol 5 Issue 3 - Nov 2018
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the orthopods up there. This was super and all was well
till Graham Burrows arrived as professor of psychiatry.
He pointed out that surgery now had more beds than
the other disciplines, and psych should have the ninth
floor. As he claimed to have treated all the members
of the state parliament, things did not look good for orthopaedics. In the meantime they had to place them in
the Kronheimer Block as thoracic medicine came out.
“Banished “from the hospital they said. However they
trusted the Chairman, and did occupy the 9th floor,
and still do.

University Department of Surgery.
The University of Melbourne had placed a professor of surgery at the Royal Melbourne Hospital; a
Scot, Maurice Ewing. He had sound academic background, but after a short time on taking up his post
at the Royal Melbourne Hospital, cut the common
bile duct in a cholecystectomy operation. This placed
him in derision with the surgeons of the hospital. He
received zero cooperation for the next 25 years. Also
the professor was not chairman of the division of surgery. Ewing never became chair of the division. In
effect he was sidelined.

One of their more colourful surgeons was Neil Bromberger, who sadly died in a car accident. “Brom”
was summoned to court as an expert witness. Brom
decided that the huge orthopaedic outpatients (which
started at 1.30 and finished at 6pm allocating 4 minutes to each patient), had precedent over attending
court. His Worship felt otherwise and the Paddy Wagon arrived at the Emergency Department, and Brom
was ushered out of ortho outies by two constables, to
the amusement of the huge crowd of waiting patients,
and by staff, but not appreciated by Brom. It wasn’t
every day that we had a surgeon arrested on site!!!!

The University of Melbourne through the Dean, Sir
Sydney Sunderland determined that this would not
happen at the Austin Hospital, and demanded that
the professor be chairman or the new clinical school
would go elsewhere. Howard Eddey was appointed
by invitation from the RMH and was a powerful administrator. He realized the importance of good technical surgeons and appointed John Royle, Peter Hart
and Ken Hardy then Frank Stening, Malcolm Douglas
and David Gillett. When Hardy was appointed Professor and this group moved along, Andrew McLeish,
Andrew Roberts were added, followed by Bruce WaxThe Bloody Car Park!
man, Donald McLellan, David Fletcher, Robert Jones,
Not a surgical issue, except the Chairman copped the Simon Banting, Tom Elliot and William Fleming.
wrath of the State Minister for Health. Such a problem
car parking; the staff had nowhere to go (except the Surgical Scientist
Chairman who had his own spot, and if he wanted it, To match overseas good department of surgery, it
had to chain it up!), so we all decided that the new was necessary to develop a good research departhospital needed a big new car park. In fact, the Heidel- ment, clinical research and basic research as well.
berg City Council declared the new hospital wouldn’t Surgeons are busy people, and with clinical teachopen unless there was suitable parking. So a big park ing have little time to develop and supervise basic
was arranged for Burgundy Street. It cost about half research. Ian Heinz the senior surgeon at the Repathe cost of the hospital.
triation Hospital suggested to Hardy that he employ
a full time surgical scientist. This idea appealed: no
Sir Lance Townsend was President of the hospital money, no body! But the idea warmed for a surgical
and Dean of the Faculty of Medicine at the university. physiologist.
When there were issues between the Hospital and
the university, he consulted with himself, and all was Later as Hardy recalls; “Sitting in my office at 7.00 am
well. He tried the same trick with the car park and the when a resident from the then Casualty Department
Minister, one Tom Roper. He let Tom announce pub- rang, and said that a patient with a fractured neck of
lically the car park, but did not mention the Council femur wished to see me. I replied that an orthopaeedict that the hospital could not open without a car dic surgeon is needed, not me. The message came
park or the cost,
back that the patient insists on seeing me. I groaned
and asked his name intending to go down and say
Tom Roper discovered this at 6.00 pm on the day of hello, good bye. His name was Chappel: the chair of
the medical research dinner at the National Gallery. The Rowden White Foundation, a donor of funds to
Unfortunately the first person to whom he was intro- medical research. I went down the stairs seven at a
duced was the Professor of Surgery. The abuse was time! My suggestion was second floor Mercy Hospiextra ordinary. Surgery took the hit for the Austin. Of tal with an orthopaedic surgeon. We compromised,
course, Hardy had no idea what the Minister was talk- Austin public ward and an orthopaedic surgeon. He
ing about!!! The people around also all wondered what wanted the Professor and the Austin because he had
had been said!
known the previous professor, Eddey.
10
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He sat in single bed room in the public ward, and
after a successful operation and some minor issues,
all was well. Each night before I went home I visited,
and had a glass of his (not prescribed) scotch whisky.
We got on rather well.
After two weeks and he was going home, he said
that everyone who visited him wanted things; endowments for Chairs, millions for equipment and
goodness knows what else! I hadn’t asked for anything. Was there something I wanted?
$ 30,000 a year for three years for a Surgical Physiologist! And I got it. And that was the start of serious
basic surgical science in the department of surgery.
Liver Surgery
Later major liver resection surgery, liver transplantation and laparoscopic surgery were to be developed
in surgery at the Austin and will be reported later as
expansion of the Division.
Social Aspects
Farewell Dinners: Howard Eddey persuaded the
Board of Management of the Austin to give a farewell
dinner to all the honorary staff who were leaving the
hospital. The dinner was held in “A” block. This disappeared with the introduction of sessional payment,
and the retirement of Eddey.
Subsequently the Chairman of Surgery held a dinner
for each surgeon when they left the Austin. The dinner was for 12, held in the Victoria Room at University
House; there was presentation of something silver.
The medical superintendent, Taffy Jones, always was
invited, and the other guests from the retirees unit or
personal hospital friend. Two stand outs; Neil Johnson forgot the night, and John Grant was too shy to
come (we had our dinner anyway).
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Cocktail Parties
There were three at three great stately homes of
Melbourne. The first was in Miegunyah in Toorak, the
former home of Russell Grimwade, and donated for
charitable use to the University of Melbourne. The
Division of Surgery qualified, and included anaesthetists, intensivists, spinal injury members as well as
surgeons. Guests included the Chancellor of University of Melbourne “Panzy” Wright and the President
of the American College of Surgeons, Jim Thompson. A string quartet of students from the Conservatorium provided music whilst the multitude enjoyed
Alsace Gewurztraminer, Chateau Latour and amusegueules.
The second was at Rippon Lea; the stately home of
the Sargoods, who made a fortune on the goldfields.
The same music and wines had become our fashion,
and were enjoyed again. Again the home had been
donated to Surgery because of our work with public
patients, and it was not a fundraiser.
The third was at Como House, this time donated because the organizer was the great great grandson of
John Como Brown. Refreshments were now standard, and the guest was Johannes Scheele professor
of surgery in Jena. Robin Smallwood had suggested
a jazz band to follow the string quartet, and this was
done with a New Orleans style band of an anaesthetist; but catastrophe! When the drummer pulled his
drums into place, it scratched the floor. However this
was in the ballroom attached by the Armstrongs to
the original masterpiece of John Brown. Happily the
scratches were minor.
These were great nights. They were made even
greater for us, as the New Administration of the hospital wanted to know our “secret” fund. Not yours
mate!!
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Events
Jonathan Fong

An Epic at Epocha
Gratias Cena 2018

The weather that October evening was blissfully fair;
a warm clear breeze that seemed to draw revellers
towards their intended destination – Epocha restaurant, for the annual Gratias Cena.
Nestled between two imposing buildings on busy
Nicholson Street, a lush terraced restaurant was bedecked in lights, like spring will-o’-the-wisp peaking
through green foliage. Standing from outside, one
could plainly make out the sounds of a party in full
swing, laughter, chatter and the unmistakable clinking of champagne glasses.
The Gratias Cena is the premier annual event for
ASTEC, a celebration of the year’s work and a way to
thank consultants from across the Austin, Northern
and regional networks for the unpaid hours in education they provide. The education program at the Austin/Northern hub, such an integral part of our training,
is built upon the foundations of service and reciprocation.
Across Victoria and Tasmania, many mornings, weekends and evenings are given up by fellows and consultants to guide and train us for the future, and the
Gratias Cena, an informal dinner organised and paid
for by the registrars is a small way to show our gratitude.
A modern European restaurant, tonight Epocha had
the charm of a rustic French kitchen, long tables
garlanded with native plants. Upstairs we gathered
on the balcony, standing elbow to elbow enjoying
refreshments, overlooking the park as swift waiters slipped in between, handing out small parcels,
amuse-bouches to delight the palate as dinner was
prepared below.
12
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This night, registrars and consultants mingled as colleagues, exchanging delight in seeing a friend from
rotations past, and discussing plans, looking forward
to the future. In looking to the future, our Platinum
Sponsor, Precise Advise, took us through the importance of income protection with an eloquent case
study of Thomas Tiang’s own personal brush with a
health scare.
Taking our drinks downstairs, we sat down to begin
the night’s feast. Beginning with house made black
bread with churned butter, marinated olives and an
exquisite chicken liver pate, we tucked in heartily. Hot
on its heels was a cured Spanish mackerel, translucent with a pinkish hue, matched with a crème fraische and bottarga to bring out a creamy taste, rounded
out with a herring roe with a salty bite. A pork terrine
came next accompanied by a tart cornichorn to cut
through its smooth rich texture.
The feeling of community was further emphasised
by the large sharing plates that comprised the main
meal for the night. Jerusalem artichokes with pickled
grapes and watercress, perfectly cooked barramundi
sitting on a bed of beans and olives paved the way
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for two hefty meats, both tender to touch, bursting
with well-balanced flavour.
The true highlight of the night of course, was the recognition of two special educators – one metropolitan
and the other regional. While they have never worked
together, it is remarkable how the qualities that were
recognised in them by the mentees are so similar.
Both well versed and versatile surgeons, David Bird
and Rob Bohmer have taken their work overseas to
bring aid to those less fortunate than us, a true testament to their collegiate and generous natures.
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The inaugural ASTEC Austin / Northern Educator award winners show off their awards. Rob Bohmer from Hobart won the
Regional Educator Award while David Bird from Northern Hospital got the Metropolitan award.

The supervisor of training at the Northern Hospital, David Bird is well known for his pragmatic approach to
clinical diagnosis and management, a trait that is drilled into registrars working in his unit. A hepato-biliary
and upper gastro-intestinal surgeon from Hobart, Rob Bohmer is well known for his ‘Bohmerisations’, almost
a ritual partaken by those rotating through, where trainees are routinely stumped by his well thought out
questions. However, it cannot be over emphasised how appreciative the trainees are of both these fine
gentlemen; any trainee who has worked with them has come away with a broader set of skills and a greater
wealth of knowledge. We thank them for taking the time to attend the evening.

16
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As the night wore on, collars loosed, seats were
swapped and drinks were constantly refreshed. Our
ASTEC Chair Sean Stevens was master of ceremony
for the affair. He paid due recognition to the exam
candidates who gained their fellowship to the college, himself included, along with Drs Alex Craven,
Chiu Kang, Jayson Moloney and Osamu Yoshino –
congratulations on a culmination of so many years of
hard work.
In that vein I too would like to acknowledge those
who put this event together, particularly Tarinee Kucchal, who brought a keen event planning eye to the

night, as well as the ASTEC executive committee
who worked behind to scenes to bring the details
together. Of course, as the occasion is to thank those
who work tirelessly for our betterment, we cannot
forget the work of Murali who never ceases to encourage us to work harder, for ourselves.
Lastly, I want to thank you, the registrars who took
their time out from fielding tiresome ED referrals,
ward consults, emergency operating and endless
clinics to make this a full, vibrant, celebratory event. We
hope to see you next year!

“ASTEC Approved Consultant”
medallion was awareded to all
attending surgeons.
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Sands of Time
David Fletcher

Kenneth John Hardy
The man behind the myth

Ken graduated MBBS University of Melbourne in
1958. FRACS followed in 1964 then postgraduate
training in London, Hong long and Boston. In 1964
he was a member of the civilian medical team in Vietnam. His first attachment to the Austin was in 1969
when he was appointed as second assistant (a quaint
name at the time for University Senior Lecturer) and
Assistant Surgeon at the Hospital. Subsequently in
1971 he went on to become First Assistant (Associate Professor) and foundation member of the Department of Surgery at the Repatriation Hospital.

Professor Kenneth John Hardy

In 1976 Ken was promoted to succeed Howard Eddy
at the Austin not only as Professor of the Academic
Department but as Chairman of the Hospital’s Department of Surgery as well. Holding the purse strings,
sitting on numerous committees, he was thus in a
position of considerable influence and used that influence to make his vision a reality. It would be fair to
say, not everyone got the opportunity to share that
vision or if they did, some did not necessarily agree.
His upfront style would not fit the Colleges current
views on communication, something nowadays he
concedes.

A.O., M.B.,B.S., M.S., M.D., F.R.A.C.S

Ken Hardy was the second and longest serving
professor of surgery at the Department of Surgery, Austin Hospital from 1976 - 2000.
Howard Eddy was the inaugural Professor of Surgery
at the Austin Hospital. The second was Professor Ken
Hardy 1976 – 2000. Under his influence the Austin
Department of Surgery progressed rapidly becoming the leading Department in the Hospital in terms
of innovation and one of the most productive in the
country in terms of research. He had a vision for the
Department and Hospital.
18

The vision was twofold and achieved in part by appointing the right people. First was to create a Department with a strong research base with all academics committed to participate in that research.
To ensure research was central to all Department
members, he enforced the Universities rules on how
much time and how much money could be earnt in
private practice. With some, this led to friction and ultimately departure from the Academic Department.
Ken’s initial research work was done in conjunction
with the Howard Florey Institute for Experimental
Physiology and Medicine (1971 – 2017).
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He understood the symbiosis of combining research
scientists who can measure with clinicians who appreciate clinical relevance and that this would lead
to an augmented research output. With that in mind
he appointed Arthur Shulkes, a research Endocrinologist. Initial work was in placental transfer of drugs in a
sheep model undertaken in conjunction with Richard
Smallwood, Gastroenterologist. With sophisticated
measurement in Arthur’s lab growing as a result of
increasing success with NH&MRC grants, the Departments work rapidly moved independently to the
new field of gastrointestinal peptides and physiology.
This too was a fertile field of work for myself as I had
been working on G.I peptides at the Hammersmith in
London and on meeting Ken in London in 1979 was
attracted to the Austin the following year. The Department developed a research program which attracted
Registrars who participated in research leading to
publications as well as higher degrees (M.D., M.S.).
Five of the Department went on to Professorships.
To be taken seriously as an academic, the second
part of the vision was that clinical practice too had
to be at the forefront. As indicated, Ken was interested in liver surgery (including what livers looked
like when dropped from a great height). He was
granted a Franco-Australian Fellowship to study in
France in 1984. Additional experience as a result of
time with Henri Bismuth encouraged Ken to develop
liver surgery as a special interest of the Department
and on his return began advocating for and developing a Victorian liver transplant program. He appointed Bob Jones who had trained in liver surgery and
transplantation. Liver surgery at the Austin took off
including in 1988 when Victoria’s first liver transplant
was performed. On a subsequent trip to France in
1989, Ken saw Jacques Perrisat performing a laparoscopic cholecystectomy. He returned with a plan to
have the Austin pioneer the procedure recruiting Bob
Jones and myself for the purpose. After informing
the Hospital and the College of the intent, the first
procedure was performed in 1990. Ken established
on behalf of the College, the requirements for the
Austin to become the training Centre for surgeons.
The first workshop had both of the international pioneers Jacques Perrisat and Eddie Reddick as guests.
So happy was Ken with the success of the workshop
that he celebrated with the Department at home eating pizza from the local washed down by successive
bottles of Grange Hermitage.
For his contribution to the development of surgery,
Ken received numerous honors. He was twice
awarded the Sir Alan Newton Prize by the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons, the Advance Australia
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Award for Medicine (1989), an A.O. (Officer in the
General Division of the Order of Australia 1995) and
became an Honorary Member of the Lyon Surgical
Society (1992). He was awarded an M.S. and an M.D.
University of Melbourne.
On his retirement from the Austin in 2001 he worked
as Senior Medical Advisor to the Victorian Department of Health till 2015. He was a passionate Pies
supporter being surgeon to the Collingwood Football
Club and Assistant/Medical Commissioner Australian
Football League 1988-2000 where he contributed to
the development of the anti-doping policy. Following
the recent grand final, I have not been game to ring
him as the Eagles wrested the cup from the Pies
in the final 3 minutes of the game and took it back
West.
Though the ‘70s to the ‘90s were a very different
time as to management style, Ken Hardy made an
enormous contribution to surgery. His vision and
drive laid the foundation for what the Austin Department of Surgery has become today.

Winthrop Professor David Fletcher
A.M., M.B.,B.S, (W.A.), M.D. (Melb), F.R.A.C.S., G.A.I.C.D.
Professor of Surgery University of West Australia.
General Surgery Elected Councilor R.A.C.S.

The author, David Fletcher is an Upper GI Surgeon and Winthrop Professor of Surgery within
the School of Surgery at The University of Western Australia. He was the foundation Professor
of Surgery at Fremantle Hospital and is currently
the Clinical Director of Surgical Services.
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Sands of Time
Kenneth John Hardy

Coming of the Lap Cholecystectomy
Introduction of Laparoscopic cholecystectomy in Victoria

20

The start of real interest in gallbladder surgery began
with efficiency measurement (!). Length of stay was
compared with renal transplantation between different surgeons, and presented at a surgical audit. The
length of stay was significantly different between
different urologists. Although the surgeons were
anonymous in the report, it was clear who A, B, C,
and D were; one threatened legal action, so length
of stay study lapsed for a while. The next effort was
with cholecystectomy, open technique in those days.
Of the four surgeons, three had length of stay three
to five days, and the fourth 28 days. This caused
astonishment and to the fourth surgeon, dismay.
Doug Brown, Director of the Spinal Injuries Unit then
pointed out that one of the spinal injury patients had
caused the anomaly and interest was then lost on
this efficiency for ever. The surgeon with the 28 day
mean stay had a lesser mean post -operative stay for
his liver transplant patients! Being an amiable person
he did not threaten to sue.

he had directed the taxi (at 7.00 am) to the main brothel of Bordeaux! Had it not been at this strange hour
for sex in France, the taxi would not have queried
the place and Perissat would not have been found.
Back in Australia there was a practise operation for
this crazy technique on a sheep. It was very difficult
with the five stomachs of the sheep. David Fletcher
politely put up with this nonsense and Bob Jones
kept out of the way.

The next step was laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
Mouret in Lyon was a gynaecologist and a friend of
Philippe Berard, the professor of surgery in Lyon.
Philippe explained how Mouret had found gall stones
when performing a gynaecological operation, and
took the gall bladder out. Probably the first to do the
operation this way. As Hardy was going from Lyon to
Bordeaux, so it was suggested to visit Perissat, who
was doing this technique regularly, (and so was regarded as being quite mad). When Hardy saw the operation and met a patient who had played tennis the
day after surgery, it was obvious that surgery of the
gall bladder was about to change for ever. As Hardy
was leaving for Australia that day, it was necessary to
return to Bordeaux, this time with camera and video.
Hardy was very lucky to see the operation at all as

There were numerous problems: the actual technique
of entering the ports, connecting to a TV screen that
had a visible image (the light had been so poor it was
hard to see anatomy on the TV screen), instrumentation, ethical approval and finding a suitable patient.
Instrumentation was a major challenge. The instruments and insufflator from gynaecology were not
suitable for gall bladder surgery. Fine clip applicators,
graspers, suitable suction, ligature application and
suturing were all for the future.

Then Jones went off to Los Angeles, where Hardy
suggested a visit to his former colleague, George
Berci, who was doing lap cholecystectomy. It was a
much more refined and sophisticated arrangement in
LA. High class video equipment, super instruments
etc: Jones was on board. Hardy also visited Dubois
in Paris, another pioneer of laparoscopic cholecystectomy. So it was necessary to put all this together,
easier now that Fletcher and Jones regarded Hardy
as sane again.

The United States surgeons had however been busy;
the venture capital for one financial year had been devoted to laparoscopic instrument development, with
the instrument companies anticipating huge profits
(and they got it).
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The Austin Hospital team negotiated with the Instrument companies, and were given an early type
clip applicator. With the sheep and the laparoscopic
human viewing, the team were ready to go. It was
decided that as laparoscopic surgery was practised,
and cholecystectomy a regular operation, putting the
two together did not require ethical approval. However the President of the RACS was consulted, who
gave approval. The RACS GSM was in New Zealand
in 1997, so it was decided to give a video “poster” at
that meeting. Fletcher was coerced into giving the
repeated presentation. He was rather mocked unfortunately. The instrument company produce a proto
type clip applicator: ready to go! Well just needed a
patient; not so facile. Someone capable of understanding the risks and that this was a first in Australia
as well as for the team, not too diseased and reasonably thin. A patient was found, but with a proviso;
the patient was a public figure and NO publicity. All
agreed, but this was to prove a problem.
On St Valentine’s Day 1989 the operation began;
but not without drama. It had been hoped to have
quiet about the procedure, but an anaesthetist and
a nurse informed the Media, on the planned day. The
hospital was deluged with questions, reporters and
TV cameras, so a press briefing was arranged. The
TV stations demanded access to the operating room,
and when denied, cried “cover up”, so one camera
for common footage was permitted. Foolishly Hardy
said the operation would take one hour. The views
of the gall bladder on the screen were good, and the
media rushed off after about ten minutes and to publish their stories.
It took one hour; it didn’t. The insufflator was so poor
it took a long time to inflate the abdomen. By then a
small pool of blood would have accumulated requiring suction, which then deflated the abdomen! The
procedure took six hours because of this!
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Jones wanted to move to an open operation, but
Hardy said they could not, because the media had
already said the lap cholecystectomy was successful. Later that night a small bleed from the posterior
cholecystic artery required a brief return to theatre.
A rumour went around that the patient had bled to
death. No he had not; let us photograph him; no you
cannot; let us photograph the abdomen; no you cannot, a bargain was a bargain and we have kept it to
this day. The patient walked out of hospital the following day, and did very well. The surgical team was
Jones, Fletcher, Goldmann (registrar) Hardy and Gay
Bradshaw (scrub nurse) and Greg Przybylowski theatre technician1.
At the next surgical audit Hardy was mocked for this
foolish step which moved a one or less hours’ operation to one of more than six hours. An orthopaedic surgeon complimented the general surgeons on
slowly catching up with them by at last performing
endoscopic surgery!!
Course
The Austin team were concerned about untrained
surgeons starting this operation, so set up a Conference within the Austin Hospital to teach Australian
surgeons how to do this operation. Surgeons were
Perrissat (France) or Eddie Reddick (USA), or Fletcher
or Jones. The surgeons also were able to view a direct telecast of the human procedure performed by
Perrissat or Reddick. The principle architect of this
teaching was Fletcher, and was organized by Prahbati Milton. About 300 surgeons attended the course.
So the Austin took the procedure out to the surgical
world.
1. Jones RM, Fletcherd DR, McLellan G, Lowe W and Hardy KJ.
Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy Initial Experience. 1991. ANZJS.
61, 261-266
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Sands of Time
Kenneth John Hardy

Landing the Liver at Austin
Introduction of Hepatobiliary surgery at Austin Hospital

The first major liver operation at the Austin was by
David Gillett. He was First Assistant in the University
Department of Surgery (title now Associate Professor) in the early 1970s. Following major trauma, the
patients’ liver had been split nearly in two, and David
completed the hemi-hepatectomy with survival of the
patient. David presented proudly the specimen at a
Division Grand Round. Not long afterwards, David accepted a senior post In Sydney, and left the Austin.
There was then a long lull: Hardy had trained in Boston USA with Ken Warren and Hong Kong with GB
Ong and embarked on a liver dissection program at
the Austin and RACS with particular reference to intra
hepatic liver anatomy. Howard Eddey with Les Ray
the professor of anatomy launched Hardy and Darryl
Nye, a future neurosurgeon at St Vincent’s Hospital
on a project making casts of intrahepatic anatomy,
much against their will! The casts of the arteries, bile
ducts and veins make a real work of art. The livers
were human and came only with considerable effort. The casts are in the museum of the Anatomy
School. This brought Hardy into contact with Claude
Couinaud in Paris, who described the segments of
the liver based on the portal vein. Thus Hardy had a
unique knowledge of liver anatomy.
Liver resection was not common at that time, and
Hardy believed that sound knowledge of liver anatomy ensuring that remaining liver tissue had an adequate hepatic artery and portal vein inflow and an
adequate hepatic vein outflow and bile drainage was
essential for liver survival after major resection.
Hardy had also visited liver surgeons performing liver
resections such as Lin in China, Balasegarum in Malaysia, Maurice Mercadier Henry Bismuth and
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Didier Houssin in Paris, Les Blumgart in Berne and
Tom Starzl in Pittsburg, to view their techniques.
David Fletcher joined the Department of Surgery at
the Austin from the Hammersmith Hospital in London UK working with the professor of surgery there,
Les Blumgart. As well as skills in ERCP, David had
experience with major liver resection with Les.
With this background Hardy and Fletcher undertook
a right lobectomy, resection through the plane of the
falciform ligament. The operation was taken on video.
This video was presented at the next audit meeting.
The comments were near nil, but the most interested doctor was the anaethetist Larry McNicol. He was
fascinated by the challenges to the top end of the
table, and came to give the anaesthetics for Hardy,
and subsequently for liver transplantation.
Hardy Fletcher and Jones performed over 100 major
liver resections with a zero operative mortalilty, but
one patient did die three months after resection from
liver failure caused by lack of liver tissue. Success of
liver resection surgery was the result of a team effort, anaesthetist, nurse and surgeon.
The resections were made simpler by intraoperative
ultrasound, a technique learned by Hardy in Paris
from Henri Bismuth. The French surgeons did the ultrasound themselves, and though Hardy’s team started this way, the Radiology Department were loath to
lend the ultrasound machine, especially when these
machines became more sophisticated and in colour.
Damage to their precious machine was the main concern!! The radiologist then came with the machine:
more accurate and a bit of fun for the radiologist.
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With the training in liver surgery and skills in anaesthesia from liver transplantation, the operations
were really not so difficult. However two of Hardy
Fletcher and Jones always operated together. The difficult problem was to get suitable patients. Referrals
did not come from within the Austin. So it became
necessary to look elsewhere. Hardy obtained an appointment at the Peter MacCallum Clinic, and gave
a series of talks at grand rounds at other hospitals
in Melbourne and surrounds. The indications for resection were colorectal liver metastases, hydatid disease and large benign tumours.
Liver Trauma.
In 1969 the Sir Alan Newton Prize in Surgery awarded
by the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons was
on Liver Trauma. Professor Howard Eddey gave $100
of department funds to Hardy, and told him to win
the prize! The liver casts were one angle, but actual
studies on human liver trauma were needed. This
presented a problem. Hardy decided to study liver
patterns of injury with major trauma, and selected
the city morgue to obtain the livers. The damaged livers were drawn and then photographed. The livers
remained at the city morgue. Very specific patterns
of injury for different forces of injury became obvious: very rewarding. This work was published; Surg.
Obstet. & Gynec. (1972; 134, 39-43). However just
as this had been put together, a paper appeared in a
prestigious journal of patterns of liver injury that were
completely different from those of the City Morgue.
As the injuries had been made by swinging the liver
on a pendulum against a wall, it was considered necessary to repeat this experiment.
A pendulum and wall could not be found, so it was
decided to drop livers from various heights and draw
and photograph as before. This model was considered analogous to the pendulum model. Twenty livers were obtained from the Coroner’s Court with the
permission of the coroner. When ready, the livers
were put in a large plastic rubbish bin, and stored
in the back seat of Hardy’s car the night before the
study. The site selected to drop the livers was the
recently completed Clinical Science Block of the new
Austin Hospital.
There was a steel external fire escape on the north
end of the Block, and the area was a building site in
progress. An accomplice volunteered, a sister (scrub
nurse) from the Repat Hospital. As the experiment
was likely to cause unwanted attention, it was done
at 5.00 am. There was a big flat area at the first floor,
just opposite the medical library. A large plastic sheet
was placed on the ground to stop any mess.
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The nurse was to drop the livers at levels 1-9, and
Hardy collect, bag and label the livers. It was a cold
frosty morning, and the steel steps were slippery,
and the nurse announced that she was frightened,
so the pair of adventurous experimenters swopped
places. Hardy was not too happy up there either! The
plastic bin was heavy and the steel very slippery indeed in the frost. Hardy did not wish to donate his
own liver to the study!
Hardy dropped down the livers, all bagged at the bottom by the nurse. Having finished dropping the livers
off fire escapes, Hardy viewed the situation. A trail
of blood went from the 10th floor, down all the steps
to Hardy’s car! The back seat was covered in human
blood! The plastic bin had broken, the livers warmed
overnight and the blood leaked out. After study, the
livers were returned to the Coroner’s Court for respectable disposal.
When Hardy reached the ground, all was catastrophe: the plastic sheet had broken, and there was a
terrible mess on the concrete. But worse; the mess
had splattered up the wall of the library for about 2
metres!! It was about seven o’clock by now, the nurse
had to go to work, and Hardy was tired and hungry.
Cleaning up was left till after breakfast. On returning,
Hardy found a host of workmen in kaki overalls: they
had mops and buckets and scrubbing brushes. A tactical retreat was made for about three hours.
On returning around mid- day, Hardy drove up in front
of Heidelberg House, and was annoyed to find big
truck blocking the way. It had a large number 7 on it.
Passing the truck at an angle, people walked across
in front of the moving car, which had to break violently. The first face looked familiar: the ones behind certainly were. The first was Henry Bolte, Premier of Victoria, then the Catholic, Anglican and Uniting church
archbishops, the chair of the Austin Board, an astonished Dean (Sir Lance Townsend), an embarrassed
professor of surgery and a highly amused professor
of medicine. It was the official opening of the Clinical
Science Block, to be named the Townsend Building.
Well they had to walk across again with Channel 7
filming. Hardy’s car had reversed down the one way
drive at some speed, and Hardy was not seen for
several days!!! Surprisingly, nothing was ever said to
him about the incident. The nurse really deserved ten
out of ten for her effort.
The patterns of injury were nothing like the pendulum swinging injuries. This experiment was then disregarded. The patterns of liver injury for blunt, crushing and blows to the body for trauma were clearly
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distinctive. The Alan Newton prize entries were entered under a pseudonym: in this instance Parsley, Sage
Rosemary and Thyme, a Bob Dylan song at the time. Fortunately for all, Hardy won the prize. That work is
now in the library at the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons.
There was one interesting side moment; the nurse accomplice was engaged to be married to a motor cycle
policeman in Tallarook, and her father was the local magistrate. Hardy was stopped for speeding (not very
much) in Tallarook. They recognized the car!! (A Porsche) Hardy was not booked, but never speeded again,
as the magistrate suggested would happen! Hopefully the nurse and the policeman married and lived happily ever after.
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Recce Report
Alex Papachristos

Aristocracy in Surgical Training
The “Royal” Melbourne General Surgery Training Hub

difficult choice the more connected I became to the
Austin network. Change, however, is always exciting
and I feel very lucky to have been welcomed back.
Training at RMH provides a fantastic mix of rural rotations and sup-specialty general surgery. The rural
rotations include Wangaratta, Albury, Horsham and
Launceston. In addition, there are external rotations
to the Western hospital, Sunshine and the VCCC. At
RMH the department of general surgical specialties
comprises six subspecialty units – hepatobiliary /
oesophagogastric, breast and oncology, endocrine,
colorectal, renal transplant and trauma. In addition,
a seventh unit – the Emergency Gerneral Surgery
(EGS) unit – manages all acute referrals and admissions. The Royal Melbourne is a tertiary referral centre and major trauma centre with a busy emergency
department, so the two receiving acute units (EGS
and trauma) are never short of referrals.

Alex Papachristos was part of the Austin surgery community
as an NSET trainee for two years (2013 & 2014) before entering General Surgery SET at Royal melbourne Hospital

After a very enjoyable two years at the Austin and
Northern hospitals, the decision to return to the Royal
Melbourne Hub for my general surgical training was
not as easy as I imagined it would be. Having been
a student and an intern at RMH, part of me always
hoped to return, though it became an increasingly
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Emergency General Surgery (EGS)
The EGS unit was established in 2008 and made
RMH one of the first hospitals to adopt the structure
of an acute general surgery unit to manage emergency referrals, admissions and operations. It was
initially brought into existence by A/Prof Ian Hayes
(olorectal surgeon), who is rumored to have done all
of the on-call for the first month during the ‘teething phase’. Now firmly established, the unit is led by
the consultant in charge for the week (Friday – Friday)
and is well staffed with two registrars on at all times.
There is a senior accredited registrar and an unaccredited registrar during the day, and an additional
unaccredited registrar comes on in the afternoon. It
is a busy unit, with approximately 70-80 admissions
per week and having the same consultant on for a
week at a time allows for good continuity of care.
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From a trainees perspective, it is a great rotation for
both emergency operative experience and management of non-operative conditions, as well as for developing leadership and teamwork skills. For me, it
was also a good way to be re-introduced to the Royal
Melbourne and get to know the consultants. I worked
on the EGS unit last year as a SET 1, with a SET 5 as
my co-registrar – although the SET 5 did the bulk of
the operating, I still managed about 80 majors for the
rotation and did most of the appendicectomies. With
the new structure to the set program, the unaccredited registrars have taken on the SET 1 role.
The unaccredited general surgical program is growing rapidly at RMH. There are currently 8 unaccredited registrars working across the subspecialty units
and EGS unit. They are mentored by Mr Tim Furlong,
transplant surgeon, and the progression rate in being accepted into training is high, with five accepted
into the accredited program this year. In terms of
rotations, the unaccredited registrars rotate through
EGS, relieving the accredited registrars on the inpatient units, trauma and nights.
Trauma
The trauma unit at RMH is always busy, treating over
4000 patients every year, with around a quarter classified as major trauma. As one of the two major trauma centres in Victoria, the phone calls from ARV are
frequent and one is constantly reminded that motorbikes are bad. Patients are generally young and the
human body’s resilience never ceases to amaze, especially as the tattoo: teeth ratio rises. As a trainee it
is invaluable experience. All those EMST algorithms
(that we recited over and over for two days) become
ingrained to the extent that assessing and managing
a complex multi-trauma patient becomes routine.
There is also a strong consultant presence on the
unit, with daily consultant rounds. The main downside is the ED’s ever-expanding definition of ‘trauma’,
which has begun to include ‘fall from standing height’,
‘fall from sitting’ or even that a trauma ‘may’ have occurred. On the bright side, the registrars knowledge
of geriatric medicine is refreshed by the end of the
rotation.
Operatively, it is the one rotation on which it is difficult to reach the ‘major’ requirements, however this
is offset by the huge volume experience gained in
early management of severe trauma. The six-month
rotation usually comprises three months of EGS and
three months of trauma.
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Nights and Weekends
Overnight there are now two general surgery registrars on duty. Afterhours RMH is very well staffed
and with two people on, the once hectic night-shifts
are now very tolerable. Accredited registrars work
one week of nights every three months, and approximately one in 8 weekends, with the unaccredited
registrars covering the rest. Overall, the after-hours
work is a lot less than it used to be (much to the dismay of some of the consultants!)
In-patient Units
The other five inpatient units run in a similar fashion to those at the Austin, however it is only the colorectal unit and the breast surgery units that have
fellows. There are advantages and disadvantages to
this structure, however it does mean that the registrar gets ample opportunity to ensure they reach the
primary operator requirements.
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Education
Every Thursday morning at 0700 we have teaching.
Usually a consultant facilitates discussion on a topic
in their area of specialty after a short registrar presentation. It is protected time, so all registrars and
interns attend. Those preparing for exams suffer the
worst of the grilling, but even the interns cannot
count themselves safe! There is a six-monthly schedule of topics, with more focus on the vivas around
exam time. It is not as formal a program as the Austin’s Saturday sessions, however still provides good
exam preparation – all of the trainees that have sat
over the last few years have passed. The education
sessions are organized and managed by Mr Robert
Tasevski, who is also the supervisor of training.
He is approachable and good-natured and all of the
trainees are well supported. In terms of research,
the general surgery department has strong ties with
the University of Melbourne there are a number
of trainees who are currently completing Masters
or PhDs. Both Ms Anita Skandaraja and A/Prof Ian
Hayes have lecturing positions at the university and
are proactive in encouraging trainees to be involved
in academic surgery.

Rural Rutations
RMH spoils its trainees when it comes to the quality
of rural rotations. So far I have been to Wangaratta
and Albury, and will be going to Launceston next
year. Most trainees do three or four rural rotations
in the early years of their training and then are back
at RMH for the latter half. The rotations are generally
busy, but provide excellent operative exposure – both
in terms of breadth of cases, but also an introduction
to independent operating. Major numbers are easily
met. There is also great access to endoscopy, and
the scope requirements for training are easy to reach
within a six-month rotation.
Wangaratta and Albury provide excellent accommodation and are an easy trip on the XPT. Launceston
previously has required trainees to find their own
accommodation and contribute financially, however
from next year they will be covering the cost.
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Social
Indisputably, RMH has the best residents quarters in
the state. Sprawling out over the west wing of level
8, it has a large lounge area – complete with foxtel
and a full-size pool table. It is well stocked when it
comes to food and also has 8 or 9 bedrooms (for
those who have less busy night shifts than general
surgery). There is also and ironing / piano room –
mostly untouched – which also happens to contain
the pictorial archives of the RMH resident staff since
the early 1900s (including many of our now-head-ofunits in the early 70s).
The choices for lunch are more varied than at most
hospitals. In addition to Zouki (and the new “Zouki
Organic”), the Victorian Comprehensive Cancer
Centre (attached by sky bridge) has two non-Zouki
cafés. Otherwise, “Dr Dax” across the road from
Melbourne Private has become popular destination.
After work, RMH’s central location makes dinner/
drinks plans easy – the only difficulty being choosing
between the city, Lygon st and North Melbourne.
Overall as a hub, RMH provides trainees with a fantastic general surgery training program. Trainees are
well supported and I would have no reservations in
encouraging future trainees to consider it when selecting their hubs.
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